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Imact aE CoC 7600 Riemwal

In early August of 1982 the Scientific Computing Division (SCD) began efforts
to assess the impact, both on the user community and on SCD, of the eventual
replacement of the CDC 7600. Because it was apparent that the impact would be
substantial and widespread, a task force was appointed by the SCD Director to
first identify problems in all areas and second to begin investigations of
solutions. The group was headed by the SCD Deputy Director and consisted of a
member of each of the Operations, Systems, Data Support, and User Services
sections. Hardware, software, and logistic problems were identified and
responsibility for solutions were indicated.

The User Services Section (USS) was mainly responsible for user level software
and user conversion problems. To obtain input from the user community, a com-
mittee was formed in conjunction with the local SCD User Group which had at
least one representative from each NCAR scientific division and three members
of USS. The committee identified and discussed problem areas and proposed
solutions. Also, to assess the impact of the replacement of the CDC 7600 on
university users, a majority of those users who had used substantial 7600
resources (more than 7000 CRUs between 10/1/81 and 2/30/82) were contacted for
their input on expected problems.

The problem areas associated with the replacement of the CDC 7600 which were
identified included:

* batch editing -- alternative for the 7600 *EDIT facility

* small (program) file management -- PLIB

* preprocessors -- FRED

* 7600-dependent libraries -- ULIB and XLIB

* 7600 I/O utilities and tape facilities

* remote job entry -- MODCOMP to 7600

* 7600 to CRAY JCL translator and conversion in general to CRAY JCL

More information on each of these problem areas and the status of each is
presented in this issue of The Record. In some areas (e.g. PLIB) detailed
information is not yet available but documentation will be made available when
completed. A handbook of examples illustrating how to accanmplish many common
functions is being prepared, with comparisons of typical CDC 7600 jobs with
corresponding CRAY-1 jobs.

Additional consulting services for CDC 7600 conversion questions will be pro-
vided (discussed in this issue). USS will also make available saome special
consulting to assist "large" projects with their conversion efforts.

This "Special" issue of The Record is intended to inform users of the various
problem areas that have been identified and the solutions or recmmended
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alternatives, if known. Users are encouraged to begin conversion efforts to
the existing CRAY-1 as soon as possible. Users will be kept informed of the
status of developments and the availability of documentation for any of the
topics through the Daily Bulletin and upcoming issues of The Record.

by Dick Sato

Special Cansulting Office to be Opened

A special Consulting Office will be set up to aid users in removing CDC 7600
dependencies from their codes and procedures. Beginning December 13, the
office will be in room llc of the SCD Input/Output area. The office may be
reached at (303) 494-5151, extension 313. The calls will be answered automat-
ically by the recording device when that office is closed. Please leave your
name, location (city and state) and phone number and someone will return your
call. Be sure to indicate that your question concerns CDC 7600 conversion
since this recording device also accepts messages for the regular Consulting
Office.

The hours of operation initially will be 10:30-12:30 daily. Please take all
of your CDC 7600 conversion questions to the special Consulting Office. As
demand increases, the hours of operation will be expanded. Demand will be
evaluated by the number of messages left on extension 313 and by in-office
visits. As a matter of policy, telephone calls will take precedence over peo-
ple walking into the office.

by Barb Horner

User Services to Produoe a CDC 7600 CQmersimn Banho k

A handbook designed to aid SCD users in converting from the CDC 7600 to the
existing CRAY-1 is being prepared. As envisioned at this writing, the hand-
book will include a set of common examples of CDC 7600 job control language
converted to CRAY-1 job control language. There will also be examples of how
to get a job to the existing CRAY-1 without having to use the CDC 7600. Addi-
tional, useful tips and techniques for moving smoothly and quickly from the
CDC 7600 onto the existing CRAY-l, under a variety of common user situations,
are being considered.

Recoanmnendations, with appropriate documentation, of commaon utilities residing
on the CDC 7600 and how to use their counterparts on the existing CRAY-1 will
be included. A section containing examples of how to use the new PSTORE and
the new EDITOR will be provided as well as examples demonstrating how to con-
vert your CDC 7600-dependent I/O routines to the existing CRAY-1.

It is hoped that the timely publication of the CDCX 7600 Conversion Handbook
will assist our users in making the transition from the CDC 7600 to the
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existing CRAY-i as painless as possible. As sections of this publication are
completed, they will be announced and made available to the users.

PWIB mlagilaram

Two solutions to your PLIB replacement are described below. The first
(currently available), PLIBCONV, is straight forward, but is dependent on the
CRAY UPDATE utility and its limitations, including lack of portability to any
other system on the NCAR Local Network.

The second system described below presents a more comprehensive solution to
the problem of permanent storage and allows the user the ability to make full
use of the various computers available to him on the NCAR Local Network.

PLIBCONV

For those users interested in keeping and editing their programs using the
CRAY-1 UPDATE, a routine has been developed by the Systems group. This rou-
tine converts a CDC 7600 PLIB volume to a CRAY-1 UPDATE Program Library (PL)
formatted dataset.

The format of the CRAY-l JCL command is:

PLIBOONV, P=plibvol ,N=npl, PDN=pdn, ID=uid, SDN=sdn, 0=rd ,W=wt ,M=mn.

The complete documentation is available from the Consulting Office.

PSTORE - A Permanent Storage Replacement for CDC 7600 PLIB

With the replacement of the CDC 7600, the functionality of PLIB will also be
replaced. The replacement for PLIB is called PSTORE, for Permanent Storage.
PSTORE is being implemented on the TBM and will be accessible from the exist-
ing CRAY-1, the CDC 7600 replacement, the IBM 4341 (via the NCAR local net-
work), and other satellite computers. The TBM volumes which implement PSTORE
will escape the quarterly purge, just as PLIB volumes do now.

Before a file residing on PSTORE can be used on any given system, it must
first be copied from PSTORE to a "native" file; that is, a "local dataset" on
the existing CRAY-l, a "mini-disk file" on the IBM 4341; etc. PSTORE files
are accessed and maintained by a series of crrmands (job control language
statements). These commands may be executed from within a job submitted to
the existing CRAY-l or the CDC 7600 replacement, or interactively (or from
within command procedures) on the IBM 4341 or other satellite computers on the
NCAR local network. These commands have the same functionality and virtually
the same syntax, regardless of the network node on which they are invoked.
These commands hide the processes of disposing and acquiring PSTORE volumes to
and from the TBM, transmitting files across the NCAR local network, etc. The
commands which will be initially available will allow for copying files
(POOPY), deleting files (PDEL), and displaying (PDIR) the names and attributes
(such as creation date) of files on PSTORE. Within these commands, PSTORE is
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referenced by the name "TB".

Each user may create files within a personal PSTORE. (On the CDC 7600, PLIB
was organized by project, not user.) The files in a user's PSTORE are refer-
enced by a name related to the user's name. For example, a user named "Icha-
bod Jones" would refer to his PSTORE files by using the name "JONES3" (there
are several other Jones's on the system). (If the user uses the IBM 4341,
this name will also be the IBM 4341 "login name".)

In addition to user PSIORE, it will also be possible to create "group" PSTORE.
A group is a collection of users who have one or more project numbers in com-
mon. Group volumes are referenced by the group name.

The user may catalog files, by id, under his personal PSTORE name in a manner
similar to PLIB. A file id consists of a nine (or less) alphanumeric charac-
ter file "name"; a three (or less) alphanumeric character file "type"; and a
decimal file "version" number in the range 1 through 99. A file type of
"FOR", for example, could be used to indicate that a file contained FORTRAN
source code. If a file version number is not specified when referencing a
file, then the latest version is read, or a version one greater than an exist-
ing version is written. When a file id is specified in a command, the file
name, type and version are separated by ".", in that order.

In addition, files may also be cataloged into named "directories". These
directories may themselves be cataloged within other directories in an
hierarchical, or "tree" structure. Directory names are nine (or less)
alphanumeric characters in length.
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An example of PSTORE for "JONES3" is shown in Figure 1. Within a command, the
file "RFFT.FOR.03" would be specified as "/rB/JONES3/MATH/FFT/RFF . FOR.03"

Figure 1. PSTORE Hierarchical File Structure Example

Initially, only the owner of a user PSIORE (or a group member of a group
PSIORE) may create or delete files and directories within it; however,
any user may read a file from it. In the future, an owner (or group
member) will be able to set read/write access for himself (or other group
members) and all other users on a file, directory or PSTORE.

Even after the CDC 7600 has been removed, users will still be able to
access their 7600 formatted PLIB volumes on the TBM. Files may be copied
from a PLIB volume to CRAY-1 local datasets using the TBMOONV utility.
These local datasets may then be copied to PSTORE. It will not be possi-
ble, however, to create new files on a CDC 7600 formatted PLIB volume.

by Herb Poppe
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New Edirs

To ease the transition off of the CDC 7600, a new portable editor is
being supported. This editor, called EDITOR (described below) mimics the
CDC 7600 Editor, familiar to our users.

Another editor is also being made available as a part of the VOS (Virtual
Operating System) Software Tools package. For the users familiar with
UNIX this editor may be of interest.

A Portable CRAY-1 Editor

A portable editor, called simply EDITOR, is being prepared for use on the
existing CRAY-1. Coding is almost done; I anticipate completing checkout
by the end of November. A complete user's guide exists in the form of
comments within EDITOR itself; it will be made available as soon as I'm
sure of the details of the implementation and as soon as it can be
extracted frcm the comments and put in a publishable form.

EDITOR is modelled after the old 7600 system editor. To invoke it, you
use the CRAY control statement:

EDITOR, I=idn,L=ldn,NA.

where:

I=idn is the name of a "ccmnand dataset" containing commands telling
EDITOR what to do (idn default value "$IN").

L=ldn is the name of a "listing dataset" to receive diagnostic prints
telling what EDITOR has done (ldn default value "$OUTS").

NA may be used to suppress the "CALL ABORT" which normally would
occur when errors are found.

Neither of the datasets is rewound, either initially or at termi-
nation. An EOF or EOD on the command dataset stops EDITOR's pro-
cessing of it. No EOF or EOD is written on on the listing
dataset.

The "command dataset" contains the EDITOR commands detailing what
is to be done, "punched" on 80-column card images in much the same
way that 7600 editor commands were. The continuation-card conven-
tions are the same.

Formal descriptions of the EDITOR commands follow. Note that "<" and ">"
enclose optional parts of statements and commands:
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First-level carnand :

EDIT <<,>CL<=cl>> <<,>D=name> <<,>EC<=ec>> <<,>EO<=n>>
<<,>ES<=es>> <<I, ><=et>> <<,>IL<=n >> <<,>OL<=n>>
<<,>RT<=n>> <<,>S=name<<,>nl<<,>n2>> <<,>SD<=sd>>
<<, > S<=n ><<,>cstr'='rstr> <<,>Acstr'='rstr'>

Second-level command:

FETCH <,>nl<<,>n2>> <<,>CE,=cl> <<,>EC<=ec>> <<,>EO<=n>>
<<,>ES<=es>> <>ET<=et>> <<,>IL<=n >> <<,>OL<=n>>

<<,>Rr<=n>> <<,>S=name> <<,>SD<=sd>> <<,>SQ<=sq
«,> cstrA='rstr'> <<,>cstr'='rstr'> ...

Third-level carunands:

INSERTT <,>nl

REPLACE <,>nl <<,>n2>

DELETE <,>nl <<,>n2>
CHANGE <,>nl <<,>n2> <,> cstr'='rstr' <<,>'cstr'='rstr'>

REPEAT <,>nl <<,>n2>
ENDMJDPACK

Fourth-level ccTmnand:

GET <,>nl <<,>n2> <,'cstr'='rstr'> <,'cstr'='rstr'>

The EDIT and FETCH commands are similar to the 7600 control statement
*EDIT and the 7600 editor command FETCCH, respectively. The rest of the
commands are basically identical to their 7600 counterparts. Following
are some of the principal differences to be considered when using the
EDITOR commands:

* S=name and D=name specify the names of blocked datasets containing
80-column card images. There will be no capability for handling
binary datasets or print-output datasets. A simple device is being
implemented to allow multi-file datasets to be used and/or created.
Source-dataset records shorter than 80 characters will be extended
with blanks; those longer than 80 characters will be truncated.

*k No dataset may be used as both a source dataset and a destination
dataset during a p~rticular edit step. Source datasets are left
rewound. Under normal conditions, the estination dataset is
released (if it already exists), re-created as an em~ty local
dataset with "BFI=OFF", written, end-filed, and rewound. Certain
controls are being implemented to allow one to create a multi-file
dataset, but are not quite ready for advertisement.
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* EDITOR has none of the file-management capabilities of the 7600 edi-
tor. If you want to get some files from "PLIB", edit them, and put
the result back on "PLIB", you'll use EDITOR only for the middle
step; other tools will be provided for "PLIB" access. If you want
to edit a file and then compile it, you'll have to do it in two
steps; there's no way to invoke EDITOR indirectly from a CFT, as
there was to invoke the 7600 editor from a *FORTRAN.

* Card numbers may be specified on the EDIT command. If card numbers
nl and n2 occur, the effect is to generate a "FETCH nl,n2" following
the EDIT.

* The parameters ES and ET are new and give access to an IFTRAN-style
arithmetic evaluator. EDITOR's string replacement code was taken
from IFTRAN; it was easier to leave the evaluator in than to take it
out.

* Similarly, the parameter RT gives you a way to tell EDITOR to do
"token replacement", as in IFTRAN.

* The parameter SD allows you to substitute some other character for
the apostrophe as the "string delimiter"; this is mostly intended as
a temporary measure for remote users who are having trouble figuring
out which character to punch to get an apostrophe on the existing
CRAY-1.

* The parameter SQ allows you to specify what kind of sequencing
information is to be placed in columns 73-80 (if any - the default
is not to touch those columns). The style chosen may give you card
numbers in the original datasets, card numbers in the destination
dataset or nothing. Columns 73-80 can thus be made to take over the
role of the "ninth word" which was generated by the 7600 editor and
automatically printed by the compiler, the assembler, IFTRAN, and
other pre-processor-type tools.

* The parameter CL may now have the form "CL=nl-n2" to limit string
replacement to a range of columns.

* The parameter PA is not provided.

* String replacements no longer have to occur last on commands.

EDITOR print output is not identical to that of the 7600 editor. For
example, diagnostics will be positioned more readably; the 7600 editor
had a penchant for putting them out past column 80, where they're diffi-
cult to find when running from a terminal. Error conditions will be han-
dled differently; that part of the 7600 editor was very complicated and
will not be duplicated exactly.

I expect EDITOR to run at about the speed of IRFl'AN, which is comparable
to the speed of the 7600 editor.

by Dave Kennison
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New Editing Tools Available

The Virtual Operating System (VOS) Software Tools package has been imple-
mented on both the IBM 4341 and the existing CRAY-I. For NCAR users this
means that it is possible to learn one set of tools for use on the 4341,
the existing CRAY-l, and possibly the computers at the user's home insti-
tution as well. Uniformity of this kind is especially important in a
commonly-used tool such as a text editor. Among the VOS Tools utilities
are two editors modeled after the UNIX line editors. One of them, ED,
is primarily intended for interactive use and the other, SEDIT, is a
"stream editor" which is more suited to batch editing jobs.

Because of the batch operating system on the existing CRAY-1, editing
must be done in batch mode; that is, all the editing commands are submit-
ted together as part of a job. Thus the stream editor SEDIT is more
appropriate for most CRAY-1 applications. On the other hand, there are
many advantages to the interactive line editor ED for 4341 users, espe-
cially those who come in through the 3705 or on low-speed lines where
screen editing is impossible or impractical. Since ED and SEDIT share
the same basic set of editing commands, a user need learn only one set of
commands for interactive editing on the 4341 and batch editing on the
existing CRAY-I. Moreover, the portability of the VOS Tools package
insures that these editors can be installed on other machines that users
might have to use now or in the future.

SEDIT has the same basic functionality that most NCAR users are familiar
with in the 7600 Editor. That is, one can INSERT, REPLACE and DELETE
lines of text in the file being edited. One can also perform character
string substitutions and insert text from other files. However, the syn-
tax of the commands is different from that of the 7600 Editor and SEDIT
has some important additional features. Among the most useful of these is
the ability to specify the lines to be edited either by line number or in
terms of patterns of characters that appear in the lines.

There are many sources of information on the VOS Tools package in gen-
eral, and ED and SEDIT in particular. Documentation for the use of the
Tools exists as a set of online HELP files on the NCARLIBS TOOLS disk on
the 4341. Having accessed these with the command, "LINKLIB TOOLS", one
can peruse the documentation using the HELP facility.

by Ben Domenico

7600-eenen Sa tmre

The NCAR Software and Libraries Group has identified 7600-dependent
software in the 19 public libraries which it supports. All such software
resides in the XLIB and ULIB libraries, and has been assigned an expert
who has made a decision regarding its fate. A list of this software,

T UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories.
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complete with associated experts and replacement recommendations, may be
obtained from the SCD Consulting Office (ext. 579). In cases where
"delete" or "retire" decisions have been made, the software will be
archived on a mass store volume, rather than irretrievably discarded.

Users should refer to Volume 3, Numbers 6 and 7, of The Record (June and
July, 1982) for a description of the GETDOC and GETSRC utilities. These
utilities enable CRAY-1 jobs to return public library documentation and
to access public library source, respectively.

by Richard Valent

FIDi Prerooessor to be IRetired

With the departure of the CDC 7600, the preprocessor FRED will become
obsolete.

The decision to cease developmental work on FRED was made some seven
years ago (cf. CF Notes #45.) In 1978 it was announced that FRED would
not be ported to the existing CRAY-1 (cf. CF Notes #55.) These decisions
were made primarily because of the non-portable nature of FRED, and
because it was felt that the features offered by FRED (conditional compi-
lation, macro processing, debugging tools, and FORTRAN tidying) should be
modularized (see the Final Report by the Working Group on Software
Acquisition and Development, 12-JUN-1978.)

Personal interviews conducted with the majority of FRED users in the last
eight months indicate that the currently supported preprocessor IFTRAN
can accommodate about 90% of the current FRED usage. For this reason
IFTRAN is being recommended as the primary replacement tool for current
FRED users.

IFTRAN offers: string replacement; arithmetic evaluation of pre-compile-
time variables; conditional compilation; code-block definition; FORTRAN
language extensions; free-form input; extended comments; alternate input
units; alternate output units; print output controls; FORTRAN output con-
trols; treatment of unknown commands. Complete documentation of IFTRAN
is available in the Consulting Library. Also, a small document called
"Converting from FRED to IFTRAN" has been prepared by SCD and is avail-
able in the Consulting Library. Call extension 579 if you wish to have
copies of these documents mailed to you.

The debugging aids offered by FRED (out-of-range subscript checking, flow
checking, and value checking) are available via CRAY-1 CFr options, or
via the FUS package.

It is hoped that the FORTIRAN TIDY feature of FRED will be replaced with
an independent utility in the very near future.
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If difficulties are encountered with converting codes from FRED, please

contact the SCD Special Consulting Office (ext. 313).

by Fred Clare

ngs in R Services

Users of batch remote job entry (RJE) systems to SCD should anticipate a

number of changes to this service in the near future. Some of these

changes will be the direct result of removing the CDC 7600, and others

result from new services that are available through the IBM 4341.

Transferring the MODCCMP to the Existing CRAY-1

The primary means of remote batch entry at present is through the MODCOOMP

RJE system, which supports the common asynchronous (ASCII) protocol and
two synchronous protocols (Control Data UT200 and IBM 2780/3780). The
MODCOMP is attached directly to the 7600, and every job or printout that

passes through the MODOOMP has the form of a 7600 job.

With the removal of the 7600 from service, the MODCOMP/7600 dependency

will be severed, and the MODCOMP will be attached to the existing CRAY-1.
The external line protocols will remain unchanged, but there will be
several differences in system operation that will affect users. These

differences include MODOOMP carmmands, input and output formats, and char-

acter translations, as discussed in the following paragraphs.

Except for 7600-specific aspects, the repertoire of MODCOCP commands will

remain essentially the same as that now provided. However, the DIS,SIT

(display site) command will have a revised format to reflect the existing

CRAY-1 system status rather than the 7600 system status. Similar changes

will occur in the DIS,BQC and other commands displaying queues that

presently reside on the 7600.

Jobs input through the changed system must be suitable for direct execu-

tion by the existing CRAY-1 operating system, and in particular, must

contain CRAY Job Control Language (JCL). Note especially, that the

absence of the PLIB, TLIB, *CRAY, *VOLUME, and *EDIT mechanisms will sub-
stantially alter many user's job structures. Please see other articles

in this issue for further details on running jobs without the 7600.

Output transmitted through the MODOOMP after its attachment to the exist-
ing CRAY-1 will be of substantially different format. Specifically, the
format will be that of a CRAY-l output listing, and so the headers,
trailers, error messages, separators, and various positioning conventions
will all reflect this change from the 7600 format.

There will be differences in the character translation procedures that
may affect same users. With the current configuration, the character
sets from the line protocols are translated to the 7600's internal
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character set, a 64-character code designated display code or DPC. As
jobs are submitted to the existing CRAY-I from the 7600, the characters
comprising the job deck are translated from DPC to ASCII, which is the
128-character set internal to the existing CRAY-1. This two stage char-
acter translation has created a few long-standing anomalies, the most
noticeable of which involves the apostrophe character.

With the direct attachment of the MODCOMP to the existing CRAY-l, the

character sets from the various line protocols will be translated
directly to ASCII. As soon as all decisions have been reached regarding
the choice of translation tables, these tables will be sent to all remote
sites, along with explanations of changes, if any, that will be required
in the users' job decks.

In summary, those users who choose to continue their remote batch access

through the MODCOOMP (rather than converting to the IBM remote batch sys-
tem discussed below) should anticipate the following:

* The line protocols will be completely unchanged by the transfer of
the MODOOMP's attachment to the existing CRAY-1.

* Use of the MODOOMP commands will remain nearly identical, but the
MODOOMP's response to some commands will change, especially for the
DIS,SIT and DIS,BQC commands.

* Jobs input through the changed system must contain only CRAY JCL.

* Output transmitted through the changed system will have the format

of a CRAY-1 output listing.

* Differences in the character translation procedures may slightly
affect some users as will be announced.

Using IBM 4341 Remote Batch Services

Some users may choose to completely discontinue their remote batch access
via the MODCOMP, and begin using the batch services provided on the IBM
4341. These services will be available through IBM's Remote Spooling and
Communications Subsystem, RSCS. Modifications to this subsystem for use
at NCAR have recently been completed, and user documentation is being
prepared.

Advantages of RSCS (and SCD modifications to it) include improved proto-
col support that encompasses UT200, 2780/3780, HASP, and the use of tran-

sparency. Further details of these advantages will be discussed in the
user documentation currently in preparation. Some users may also find
appealing the ease with which RSCS and interactive IBM usage may be com-
bined. For example, by proper use of the TAG and SPOOL commands, an
interactive PRINT or PUNCH command will cause a file to be queued up for
batch transmission to the remote site the next time that site is signed
on.
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For sanome users, the mode of operation with NCAR may change toward a
scenario such as the following: The user performs most of the program-
ming functions interactively on the IBM 4341, including job preparation,
file manipulation, observation of job progress, correction of program
errors, perusal of job results, and final preparation of printed and
graphical output. This interactive computing is efficient in the use of
programming time and inexpensive because of the UNINET packet switching
network. (UNINET is accessible to most users via a local phone call, and
its use is described in the November issue of The Record.) Finally, bulk
transmission (most likely for large printouts or for transferring graph-
ics files) is accomplished through RSCS, preferably during hours when the
telephone rates are low.

Because communication lines and modems are being ordered, because docu-
mentation is being prepared, and because system development and testing
is still underway, the above scenario is not yet fully possible. How-
ever, those interested in this approach should begin familiarizing them-
selves with UNINET and with interactive use of the 4341. Announcements
will be made when the user documentation for RSCS is complete and there
are enough access ports for general use.

by Dave Fulker

Tape coess

Since most current 1/2" tape access takes place on the 7600, there is
considerable concern over access to tapes when the 7600 is removed.
Several options are being considered, but it is not yet clear which will
be fully implemented. Testing and development are proceeding on tape
read options which involve staging tape data through the 4341 system and
options which allow users to read tapes directly on the existing CRAY-1.

Staging tape data from the IBM 4341 system to the existing CRAY-1 is one
possible method of access. Staging could be done over the local network
hyperchannel or over a dedicated hyperchannel using currently available
software on the 4341. These two tape staging options are being tested
now. The dedicated hyperchannel option provides a COS user interface,
where the user need only be concerned with AC(QUIRE and DISPOSE specifica-
tions which are similar to those currently used for the mass store.
Staging does introduce some overhead to the 4341, the network, and the
existing CRAY-I, and impact on these systems may be significant. Also,
options which involve staging tape volumes to disk have certain restric-
tions which make handling some types of tapes very difficult. Features
which may be difficult to handle include excessively long tape blocks
(more than 32K bytes), long volumes (more than 40MB), tapes without dou-
ble EOF terminators, and tapes with excessive read errors. The most
likely situation would be that tapes with these characteristics could be
handled, but not conveniently. The long volume problem may be the most
difficult since 6250 bpi tapes can contain 150MB These long volumes
pose numerous problems due to excessive disk requirements, poor
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efficiency on the TBM, and long transfer times. If 6250 bpi tapes are to
be staged to disk or TBM, it may be necessary to segment the tapes into
smaller files. The staging system would then have to provide individual
file staging capabilities.

The most flexible method for handling problem tapes is to provide the
user with the capability to read the tape directly with his application
program. This could currently be done on the 4341, and it may be reason-
able for some types of tape activity to reside on the 4341. Routine tape
copies, some tape preprocessing, and activities with minimum CPU require-
ments could be performed on the 4341. Direct tape reading on the exist-
ing CRAY-l through user called I/O subroutines is being investigated, but
there are still problems to be solved. This capability would not be
available in the near future.

by Dennis Joseph

'no 7600 Systee Lirary utinms under study

GBYTES/SBYTES has already been ported to the existing CRAY-1 and an exam-
ple of its use on the CRAY-1 has been included for publication in the
upcoming CDC 7600 Conversion Handbook.

Other CDC 7600 system routines are being inventoried to determine which
equivalent routines are available on the existing CRAY-1 or have
appropriate substitutes.

Concerns have been voiced about TBM-TLIB (PLIB) volumes. A comarmand
called GETSRC is available on the existing CRAY-1 which makes it very
easy to get your CDC 7600 datasets from the TBM and have them converted
to CRAY-l datasets. 'The user should note, however that this is a READ
only procedure. Documentation on GETSRC was published in the June, 1982
issue of The Record. Copies are available upon request from the Consult-
ing Office.

Buffered random I/O on the existing CRAY-1 is being examined at this
writing. A CRAY-1 version of BRANIO (Buffered RANdaom I/O) has been
created and is essentially similar to the CDC 7600 version of that pack-
age. The software is available and documentation may be obtained froman
the Consulting Office.

Several other I/O software packages are being tested and timed, including
a pre-release of CRAY Research Inc. s buffered random I/O
(READMS/WRITEMS) due to be released in the spring of 1983.

As with all of the other conversion aids being prepared for our users,
each will be announced in The Record and in the Daily Bulletin. Hard
copies of the documentation will be available from the Special Consulting
Office.
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